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IN THE HIGH COURT OF AUSTRALIA
SYDNEY REGISTRY

BETWEEN:

20 Part I: Cetification

Part II: Issue

30

No: 5135/2021

TU'UTA KATOA
Plaintiff

and

MINISTER FOR IMMIGRATION, CITIZENSHIP,
MIGRANT SERVICES AND MULTICULTURAL AFFAIRS

First Defendant

JUDGE OF THE FEDERAL COURT OF AUSTRALIA
Second Defendant

SUBMISSIONS OF THE FIRST DEFENDANT

7 The fitst defendant, the Ministet fot Immigraion, Cittzenship, Migrant Services and

Multicultutal Affairs (I\tlinistet), certifies that these submissions are in aform suitable for

publication on the internet.

2. The issue of pdnciple ptesented by this application for a constitutional or other writ is

whetler, in exetcising the power conferred by s 477 AQ) of the Migmtion Act l95S (Cth)

(Act) to tefuse the gtant of an extension of the time within which a person may seek

judicialteviewof a"migtationdecision" (as definedins 5(1) of thatAct),theFederalCourt

will fall into judsdictional ertot if it assesses the medts of the application for judicial review

other than ort an "imptessionistic" basis. Put anothet wa"y, in deciding whether or not to

grafit 
^n 

extension of time, is it a judsdictional eror fot the Federal Court to consider the

substantive metits of the application fot judicial teview, and not merely whether that

application is reasonably arguable?

3. For the reasons that follow, the question posed should be answered "no"

7
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4.

Part III: Section 78B notices

The Minister certifi.es that he has considered whethet any notice should be given in

compliance with s 788 of the Judiciau Act /90j (Cth) ([udiciary Act) and has determined

that no such notice is necessary.

Part IV: Facts

The Minister agrees with the plaintiffs summary of the mateial facts at t4]-t10] of his

submissions dated 3 Match 2022 eq.

Though it is not suggested otherwise at PS [8], the Minister notes that, while he accepted

below that the plaintiffs delay was not inordinate, he did not accept that the reason given

by his solicitots fot that delay - that he was not able to secure legal representation - was

satisfactory.

Paft V: Argument

I-^egis la ti ue prv yi sio n s

Section 398(1) of the Judiciary Act vests in the Federal Court origynal jurisdiction with

respect to 
^tty 

matter in which a writ of mandamus or prohibition ot an injunction is sought

against an officer of the Commonwealth.

8. Section 4764 of the Act relevantly provides as follows:

Limited iutisdiction of the Federal Court

(1) Despite any other law, including section 39B of the Judiciary Act / 903 and section
8 of the Adninistratiae Decisions ffudicial Reuiew) Act I 977, the Federal Court has original
jurisdiction in telation to a mtgadLon decision if, and only if:

(c) the decision is a privative clause decision, or purported privative clause decision,
made personah by the Minister undet section 501 ...

(3) Despite section 24 of the Federal Couft of Australia Art 1976, an arppeal may not be
brought to the Federal Court from:

@) a judgment of the Fedetal Court that makes an order or refuses to make an
order undet subsection 477 AQ).

5.

6.
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9 Section 476Ahas been described as a law which "exptessly overrides s 398 of theJudiciary

Act" and an "instance of indirect express amendment: whose effect is to alter the

combined legal meaning of the general conferal of jurisdiction and the specific

qualification of exclusion in the later latx/'.1

10. Section 477 A of the Act relevantly provides as follows:

11

Time limits on applications to the Fedeml Court

(1) An application to the Fedetal Court for a remedy to be granted in exercise of the
court's otiginal jutisdiction undet paragraph 4764(1)@) or (c) in relation to a

migration decision must be made to the coutt within 35 days of the date of the
migration decision.

(2) The Fedetal Coutt may, by order, extend that 35 day pedod as the Fedetal Court
considers apptoptiate if:

(z) an application for that otder has been made in wdting to the Federal Court
speci$ring why the applicant considers that it is necessary in the interests of the
administtation of justice to make the otdet; and

(b) the Federal Coutt is satisfied that it is necessary in the intetests of the
administtation of justice to make the order.

Save fot the description of the particulat court to which the application is made, s 477A is

in the same terms as s 486A (and s 477). The crrrrent form of each of those provisions

was introduced by the Migration ltgislation Amendment Act (No I ) 2009 (Cth). Usrng as they

do the same language, ss 477 ,477 A and 486A should be interpreted in the same way.'

.fection 4774: text

10

20

30

72.

13.

14.

Section 477 AQ) confers a discretionaq/ power on the Federal Court to extend time if two

preconditions are met.

First, s a77 AQ)@) identifies an objective ptecondition that an application has been made

to the Fedetal Court specifying why the applicant considers it necessary in the intetests of

the administration of justice to extend time.

Suondfi, s 477 AQ)@) identifies a subjective preconditioll - one which turns on the Fedetal

Court's satisfaction - that it is necessary in the intetests of the administration of justice to

make an order to gx^nt 
^fi 

extension of time.

Leemtng, Authlij/ to Decide: The l-aw of Juisdiction in Australia (2"d ed, 2020) at 142.

Ministerfor Immig,ation, Citirynship, Migrant Senices and Multicultaral Afairc u Moorcroft Q021) 95 ALJR 557 at

125]per Kiefel CJ, Keane, Gordon, Ste'ward and GleesonlJ (and the cases there cited).

a
-l
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10

20

15.

16

1,7

While the ptesent application does not requfue this Coutt to determine whether the power

in the chapeau to s 477 AQ) nust be exercised favourably to an applicant if the

preconditions in that sub-section have been met, its tems would suggest that the bettet

view is that the Fedetal Cout tetains a discretion where those preconditions have been

met.3 The Ministet accepts, however, that it would be a rare case where both preconditions

to the disctetion n s 477AQ) wete met but the discretion^ry power was not exercised

favourably to the applicant.

The phrase "necessary in the intetests of the administration of justice" in s 477A(2)(b) is

"deliberately broad". In forming the state of mind descdbed in s477AQ)@), and in

exetcising the discretion cast by s 477 AQ), the Federal Court is empowered to have (or,

put another way, not prohibited from having) regard to 
^ 

r^nge of considerations. The

breadth of s 477 AQ) teflects Parliament's intention that it is fundamentally for the judge

constituting the Federal Court to detetmine what factors to take into account in

considedng whethet to grant an extension of time. As a Full Court of the Federal Court

put it in SZUV/X u Minisnrforlnnigration and BorderPmtection:a

In otdet to show that any consideration is relevant in the sense of a decision-maker
being obliged to take it into account in making a decision undet a statute, that must
either be express ot it must be implied from the "subject-matter, scope and pulpose"
of the legislation: see Ministerfor Aboiginal ffiirs a Peko-lWallsend I;imited (1986) 162
CLR24 at 39-40. I am unable to see tbat an1 conclusion mn pmperl1 be reached that tbe terms of
s a77Q) make an1 consideration mandatory other than tbe express test of whether the grant of the

extension of tirne sougbt is "in the interests of the administration ofiustice".

It seems to me tbat Parliamenl bas deliberanfu set a test for granting or ,tfutiog an application for
an extension of tine that accommodates a nyriad of -fortt and circum:lances by which an
application fot review came to be lodged outside t-he 35-day statutory timelimit. I can
see no w^trznt fot putting any additional gloss ot qualification on the words used by
Patliament.

Thus, it has been held by the Federal Court that, given its broad teffis, s 477 Q) does not

requite the Fedetal Citcuit and Family Court of Austtalia (FCC) to have regard to the medt

SZTES aMiniterforlnnigration andBorderPmtectionl20T5l FCAFC 158 at [69] perRobertsonJ fl.oganJ and
KerrJ agreeing); IYZASS u Minisnrfor Immigration, CitiTgnthip, Migrant Senim and Multicaltural .ffiirs (2021)
282FCR516(WZASIatl2TlpetKatzmatn>O'BryanandJacksonlJ. hDHX|TuMinisterforlmmigratiou,
Citirynthip, Migrant Smint and Multicultural Afairs Q020) 278 FCR 475 (DIInn, on the othet hand, it was
said by Collier, Rangiah and Derrington lJ that the "preferable construction" of s 477 Q) was that it "confers
a discretion on the [Fedetal Cfucuit Court] to extend time for the making of an application for review to the
extent the court considets it necessary in the interests of the administration of justice to do so" (at [38])
(2016)238FCR456 (SZUWX)x[11]-ll,2lperBromwichJ@llsopCJandFlickJagreeing)(emphasisadded).
See also SZTES u Minister for Immigration and Border Protection [2015] FCA 719 (SZTED at [43]-[46] per
\fig".y J; Hayh u Federal Circait Court of Aastralia (20t9) 166 1'J-D 228 (Hultnh) at p9l, [41] per Colvin J;
APPI 7 u Minitter for Innigration and Border Pronaion [2019] FCA 794 (APPI\ at [12]-1131per Bromwich J;
DHX17 Q020)278 FCR475 atl43l,[62]per Collier,RangiahandDeringtonJJ;IVZASS Q021)282FCR
516 at 129)-p3) per Katzmann, O'Bryan and Jackson lJ; CZAI 9 a Ministerfor Inaigration, Citirynsbip, Migrant
Senices and Muhicahural Afain Q021) 390 N,R 1 (CZA19) at [79] per Allsop CJ, Markovic and Colvin lJ.
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of the substantive application, even though that is a factor that will ordinarily be taken into

account.s The point to note fot present purposes, however, is that, if assessment of medt

is not tequfued by s 477Q), it cannot follow that, where it is taken into account as a

petmissible factor either in the fotmation of the state of satisfaction required by s a77 Q)@)

ot in the exetcise of the discretion confered by s a77 Q), there is nevertheless a

judsdictional limitation on the FCC's assessment of that factor (b"itg that it cannot go

beyond determining whether the application is reason ably argaable). More generally, the

bteadth of the discretion (emphasised in the cases to which the plaintiff refets) and the

acceptance that the merit of the application is a permissible consideration, do not support

any implied limitation on the assessment of that factor. They point against such a

limitation.

That undetstanding of s 477 (and ss 477 A arrd 486,{) coheres with authodty in this Coutt

which establishes that it is within the jurisdiction of a court - whethet a superior court of

recotd such as the Fedetal Court or an inferior court - to identi$r relevant issues and to

formulate televant questions.

In Ra Cray Ex parte Marsh, Deane J descdbed the judsdiction of the Federal Court as

including "decid[ing] the questions of fact and law involved in th[e] inquiry" and that the

jurisdiction to decide them "include[d] jurisdiction to decide them wrongly".6

ln Craig u South Australia,T this Court unanimously held as follows:

... the ordinary judsdiction of a court of law encompasses authodty to decide
questions of law, as well as questions of fact, involved in matters which it has
jutisdiction to determine. The identfication of releuant issueg tbe formulation of releuant

quutions and tbe deterruination of what is and what is not releuant euidence are all ruutine steps in
the discbarye of that ordinary juisdiction. Demonstrable mistake in the identification of such
issues or the fotmulation of such questions ... on the part of an infedor court
entrusted with authodty to identify, formulate and determine such issues and
questions wi// not, boweuer, ordinaifi cznstitute jilri:dictilnal error. Similady, a failure b1 an
infeior court tu tuke into account some matter which it was, as a matter of /aw, required to take into
accounl in detemininga question withinjurisdiction orreliance b1 a court upon srme ireleaant matter
upon wbicb it was, as a matter of /aw, not entitled to relt in determining such a quution aill not
ordinaifi inuo lue juris dictional envr.

InAUKI 5 u Ministerforlnnigration and BorderPrutection, GageletJ tefered to the explanation

n Craig as "apt to descdbe the otdinary jurisdiction of the Federal Court".8 The final

ADNI S u Mini$erfor Home Afair: [2018] FCA 1677 (ADN18) at [3a]-[35] per Griffrths J.
(1985) 157 CLR 351 at 390.
(1995) 184 CLR 163 (Craig) at 779-780 per Brennan, Deane, Toohey, Gaudton and McHugh lJ (emphasis
added). See also Kirk a Indu$rial Court (NSIV) Q010) 239 CLR 531 at [67]-[68] per Ftench CJ, Gummow,
Hayne, Crennan, Kiefel and BelllJ.
[2016] HCATrans 36 at lines 1607-1608.
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22.

sentence in the quoted passage fuom Craigpoints, importaLrtfy, to the proper understanding

of the role played by s 477 A. Even id corrtrz;ry to the Minister's submissions, it be accepted

that s 477 Atequires the Federal Court not to have tegard to a "more detailed consideration

of the merits" (PS t37]) beyond assessing the arguability of the ground(s) of review, a failure

to comply with that tequirement will not sound in judsdictional etror because (as is

colffnon ground (PS t35]) the merit of the application is a factor which it is permissible

for the Fedetal Coutt to take into account. It is, as this Court put it ifr Cra,ig "a question

within juris diction". e

It was noted above that s 477 A is in the same tems as s 486A and was insetted by the

sameamendinglegislation. lnl%eiuMinisterforlnnigrationandBorderProteclion,Gagelerand

Keane lJ descdbed s 486,4.(1) as "a ptocedutal ptovision which regulates the exercise of the

original jurisdiction conferted by s 75(v) of the Constitution. It does not, and could not,

impose a condition precedent to the inaocation of that jurisdiction."lo Thefu Honours went

on to say the following:1l

Section 4864 does not preuent the naking of an application under s 75(v) of the Constitution.

The application is made by filing an application for an order to show cause in
accordance with the Higb Court Rzles. Section 4854 zperates ratber to regulate the pmcedure

applicable to the exercise of tbe juisdiction that has been inaoked by the making of such an
application whete the application has not been made within thirty-five days of the date
of the decision which the plaintiff seeks to challenge. It does so b1 making the grant of the

relief sought in the application conditional on an ordcr extending the peiod for the naking of the

application. .. .

Like s 486A(1), the ptohibition in s 477 A(1) is not propedy understood as "in the nature

of a gateway provision" (?S t43]) - if by that phrase the plaintiff intends to convey the

notion that s 477 A(1) operates as a limitation on the invocation of the Federal Court's

jurisdiction undet s 39B of the Judicrary Act (as limited by s 476A(1) of the Act).12

Section 477L(1) does no such thing. The Fedetal Coutt's otiginal jurisdiction is invoked

by filing an ongjnatsng application in accordance with the Federal Court Rales 201/ (Cth).

Consistently with what was said in lhei, a procedural limitation on the exercise of that

See, by analogy, Snedden u Minitterfor Jusice Q014) 230 FCR 82, where Middleton and WigneylJ (with whom
Pagone J agreed) held that an administrative decision-maker will not fall into jurisdictional ertor where she
ot he makes ^r ettot in considering a matter which the statute under which the decision is made does not
require it to be taken into account (at [153]-[15a] , [163]-[164], p42l). Special leave to appeal was refused by
Hayne and NettlelJ: [2015] HCATrzns 720.

Q015) 257 CI-R 22 at [41] (emphasis added). Justice Nettle agreed with their Honours at [52).
(2015) 257 CIJ.. 22 at [42] (emphasis added).
The case cited by the plaintiff at PS [43], AZAFX u Federal Circait Court of Aartralia Q016) 244 FCR 401
(AZAFX), is wrong not only in so far as it establishes that s 477 is a ptecondition to the invocation of the
FCC's judsdiction undet s 476, but also in so far as it establishes that a threshold assessment of merit is a

mandatory relevant consideration (or that the merit of the substantive application is a mandatory irrelevant
consideration) in the exercise of the power conferred by s a77Q).

10

20

23.
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judsdiction - that is to say, a limitation on the grant of judicial review remedies - is the

making of an order extending time under s 477AQ). But s 477A(1) does not affect the

scope of that jurisdiction; and the Court therefore does not "misapprehen[d] or disregar[d]

the natute or limits of its functions or powers"13 or "misconceiv[e] the nature of the

function [r4 [i]r perfotming "4 even if it applies the wtong principle in deciding whether or

not to extend time (y'PS !43l-t441).

24. If, on the other hand, s 477 A(1) operates as a limitation on the scope of the Federal Court's

jurisdiction vested by s 398 of the Judiciary Act, it would still not be a jurisdictional eror

fot the Court to go beyond a threshold assessment of the metit of the substantive

application because there is nothing n s 477 A that imposes such a limitation.

Section 4774: context and purpose

25. At various points in his submissions, the plaintiff seeks to call in aid of his construction of

s 477 A statements made in the extrinsic matedds to the Bill that led to the enactment of

the cuttent form of that ptovisionls (as well as ss 477 and 486,{). The steps in his argument

^pper 
to be as follows: (a) the purpose of s 477A is to avoid injustice being wotked on

an applicant fot judicial teview of a migration decision; ft) consideration of the substantive

merits of an application can lead to unjust outcomes, particulady in the light of

s a76A(3) (b); and (c) because the Fedetal Court went beyond assessing whethet the gtound

of review was metely arguable and instead tesolved his ground of review definitively, it

exercised the powet confered by s 477 AQ) inconsistently with its purpose, thereby falling

into jurisdictional error.16

26. The applicant's approach to the ascertainment of the pu{pose of s 477A is flawed. As

Ftench CJ and Hayne J relevantly said in Certain Uofil Underuriters u Crusrt1

Detetmination of the putpose of a statute ot of particular provisions in a statute may
be based upon an expfess statement of purpose in the statute itseif, inference from its
text and structure and, whete apprcpriate, reference to extrinsic materials. The purpose

of a statute resides in its text and structure. Deterruination of a statutory purporc neitherpermits nor
reql/trer some search for what tbose wbo prumoted or passed the legislation ma1 haae had in mind
wben it was enacted. It is impotant in this respect, as in othets, to recognise that to speak
of legislative "intention" is to use a metaphor. Use of that metaphor must not mislead.

Craig (1995) 184 CLR 763 at 177 per Brennan, Deane, Toohey, Gaudron and McHugh lJ.
SZTW u Ministerfor Inmigration and Border Protection [2016] HCATrans 150 (SZTUT) at lines 725-126 per
GagelerJ.
Migtation Legislation Amendment Bill QNo 2) 2008 (Cth) (2008 Bill).
PS [26], p2),1341,p61-p7l and [a5]-[a8].
Q012) 248 CLR 378 (Cros$ at 12.51-12.61, [41] (footnotes omitted, emphasis in original).

10

20
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28.
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"[T]he duty of a court is to give the words of a statutory provision the meaning that
the legislation is taken to haue intended them to have". . . .

The search for kgil meaning inaolues application of the pmcesses of statutory construction. The

identfrcation of statutory purpzft and legslatiue intention is the pruduct of those processes, not the

discouegt of some subjuliue purpose or intention.

A second and not unrelated danger that must be avoided in identifying a statute's
purpose is the making of some a priod assumption about its purpose. The purpose of
legislation must be deiued fmn what tbe legislation sa1s, and not from anlt assunption about tbe

desired or desirable reach or operation of tbe releuant prouisions.

It is not legitinate to identfii a legislatiue purpose rult apparentfmm the text of the releuantpruuisions

... , t0 examine extrinsic mateial and notice that there is nothing positiuefi inconsistenl witb the

idntfred purpose, and tben to answer the question of construction b1 reference to tbe purpose that was

initialfi assumed. That teasoning is not sound. ...

Theevidentpurpose of s4TTAistoconttol,inthesenseof restrict,theexerciseof the

odginal judsdiction of the Federal Court in telation to a migtation decision where an

applicant has not made theit application within 35 days of the date of that decision. It

does so by making the gtant of the telief sought in the application conditional on the grant

of an extension of time. The fzct that the exercise of the power confered by s 477 AQ) is

conditional upon the Federal Court satis$ring itself that it is necessary in the interests of

the administration of justice to extend time suggests that the Patliament intended that good

reasons would need to be shown befote a case brought outside of the pedod specified in

s 477 A(1) would be entertained.

Of course, the presenc e of s 477 A,Q) @" well as ss 477 Q) arrd 486AQ)) has the effect that

an apphcant is not shut out from secudng the grant of judicial review relief whete her or

his application has not been made in time,18 but that does not mean that the legislative

pu4)ose of the section is to "ensur[e] that the time limits d[o] not operate to cause

injustice" (dPS t34]) or to prevent the Fedetal Coutt ftom assessing the substantive medts

of the application in deciding whether or not the applicant should be the beneficiary of a

favoutable exercise of the power n s 477 AQ) QfPS [2.6], [37]). The plaintiffs contention

that it is inconsistent with the "purpose" of s 477 A for the Federal Court to go beyond

assessing the atguabiJity of an application sidesteps considerations of text and context.

As to the text of s 477A, its purpose can be seen in the rule imposed by subsection (1),

and in the reference to the interests of the administralioa of justice (a concept which goes

Unlike the form of s 486,t under consideration in Plaintif S I 57 / 2002 a Connonwealth (2003) 211 CLI. 47 6.

8
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30.

beyond the intetests of individual litigants) as a criterion for the relaxation of that tule

under subsection (2). As to the immediate context, fzr from supporting the plaintiffs

atgument (dPS t49]-t50]), the presence of s 476AQ)(b), which prevents an unsuccessful

applicant for an extension of time under s a77 AQ) appealing to a Full Court of the Federal

Court, evinces Patliament's intention that applicants not be permitted to invoke the

Federal Coutt's appellate jurisdiction whete their cases are unmeritorious. It also confirms

Parliament's intention that the exetcise of the power conferred by s 477A,Q) is essentially

a matter for the prtnary judge.

In identifying the scope and purpose of s 477 A, the plaintiff receives no support from

cases involving powers to extend time undet the Admirui$ratiae Decisions ffudinal Reuiew) Act

1977 (Cth) or Unforw Ciuil Pmcedure Rales 2005 0'IS\\, (tfPS P6l, t54l-1561). Indeed, none

of those cases involved jurisdictional ertor on the patt of a court. That is no insignificant

matter, fot what might be seen as a desirable apptoach to the assessment of merit says

nothing as to whethet the Federal Court will exceed its judsdiction in not following that

apptoach. Answedng the latter question "is a tightly confined exercise".le And what mlght

be a judsdictional error on the patt of an adminisftative decision-maker may be an ertor

within judsdiction for a coutt.20 Ultimately, the asceftainment of the statutory limits of a

decision-making authodty tutns on "^n analysis of the terms in which [the] statutory

disctetion or power has been conferred"." For that teason, the plaintiffs reliance on CIC

Insurance IJd a Bankstown Football Club It82 is misplaced. Contrary to PS [56], the phrase

"existing state of the lau/' in that case tefets not to the "considerable body of case law

concetning other powers to exterid time", but to eadier forms of the legislation to be

construed. As Gageler J said in Baini u Tbe paeen:23

That moderfl contextual approach otdinarily requires that statutory language te-
enacted in an identical fotm after it has acquired a settled judicial meaning be taken to
have the same meaning. It equally tequires that, changes of dtafting style aside,
statutory language te-enacted in an altered form after it has acquired a settled fudicial
meaning be taken to have a diffetent meaning. Were it otherwise, legislative policy
choices would be blured and ordedy legislative reform would be impeded.

In any event, conlrrry to PS [32] and p4l, the Explanatory Memorandum to the 2008 Bill

did not merely state that the conferal on the relevant court of a broad discretion to extend

time "will protect applicants from possible injustice"; it also provided that a broad

SZTW [2016] HCATtans 150 atLne 724 pet GageletJ.
SZUV/X Q0I6) 238 FCR 456 at[20] per Allsop CJ.

SZUIYX(2016) 238 FCR 4562t[1,5]perFlickJ, t1,91-t2llperAllsop CJ. See alsoAPP|7 p019lFCA794at
[11] per BtomwichJ.
(1997) I87 CLR 384 at 408 per Brennan CJ, Dawson, Toohey and GummowlJ.
Q012) 246 CLR 469 zt [42].
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20

32.
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34.

disctetion will "ensur[e] that the extension is only ganted whete there are compeliing

reasons to do so".24 It can hardly be consistent with that stated purpose of s 477 A for the

Fedetal Court to grant an extension of time whete the substantive application has no

prospect of success.

Aside from the plaintiffs appeal to the "purpose" of s 477 A,his submission at PS [46] that

an appbcant for an extension of time "is entitled to be placed on an equal footing with

those who brought their applications within time" if other factors relevant to the exercise

of the discretion do not militate against the grant of an extension finds no support in the

text or context of s 477 A. Indeed, the plaintiffs argument also ovedooks the impottance

of complying with legislated time limits25 and of providing a satisfactory explanation for

delay (which in this case he did not do).

Finally, the plaintiffs reliance on "the common law's reluctance to deny aggrieved persons

with an atguable complaint access to the Coutt" eS t51]) is misplaced. The argument is a

disttaction from the issue ptesented by this application and seeks to elevate pdnciples

espoused in different decision-making contexts to a binding rule of law in the application

of s 477 A of the Act.

Returning to the text of s477AQ), it will raely if evet be "in the interests of the

administtation of justice" for an extension of time to be gtanted if the substantive

application is destined to fail. There may be danger in fotming and relying on that

conclusion if thete is a teal possibility that evidence ot submissions at ftialwould give the

c se a different complexion; but that danger does not arise whete (as here) the case has

been prepated and argued as if on a final hearing. In such a case, the Federal Court is well

equipped to decide whether the substantive application is destined to fail (at which point

discussion of whethet it was nevettheless "arguable" becomes somewhat uneal);% and if
it is, the only atgument against tefusing the extension of time is that the applicant will have

no right to appeal. That factor may influence the judge deciding the application; but it is

an aspect of determining where the intetests of the administration of justice lie, which is

the function teposed in the Federal Court.

Explanatory Memorandum to the 2008 Bill at [87] (s 477AQ)), t1021 G 486AQ)).
As Wilcox J observed in Hunter Vallry Deueloprzentt PE Ltd u Minisnrfor Horue Afairs and Enyimnment (1984) 3
FCR 344 at 348, "it is the prima facie rule that proceedings commenced outside th[e] [relevant] period will
not be entettained'.
As \TigneyJ observed n SZTES [2015] FCA 719 at[89], in such cases "it may be somewhat artificial to
speak of reasonable prospects of success". Thete is an atalogy hete with the traditional test for summary
dismissal which, while requiring a high degree of confidence that a case is unviable, is not limited to cases

that are simple or self-evident: see, fot example, Britith Ameican Tobacco Au$ralia Ltd u lVesnm Aa$ralia
Q003) 217 CLR 30 at [103] per KirbyJ.

24

25

26
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Tbe plaintifs case is inconsistent a4tb High Court authorifit

35. The plaintiffs case foundets when it is recognised, as he does at PS [58], that this Court

has endoned the proposition that, in some cases, an extension of time under s 486,\ will

not be granted unless a plaintiff can establish an "exceptionaf' case.27 The plaintiff accepts

that his consttuction of s 477A "does not tequire a conclusion that it will never be

petmissible to consider the medts of an application, beyond whethet it is reasonably

arguable, in detetminingwhethet to grant an extension of time" (emphasis in odginal). He

further accepts that, in some cases, such as where "the delay is a long one and thete is no

proper explanation for that delay", it will be within jurisdiction for a court to go beyond a

threshold assessment of merit. However, the plaintiff atgues that, because the present case

"involved a minot, and explained, delay", it "does not raise these issues". The difficulty

with the plaintifPs argument is that it makes the propet construction of s 477 A (and ss 477

and 486A) dependent on the facts of a patticular case. That is the wrong approach to

statutory consftuction. Either s 477A imposes a jurisdictional restraint on the degree to

which the Federal Court is empowered to assess the merit of the substantive application

ot it does not. The propet consffuction of s 477 A must begin (and end) with a

considetation of the text, having regard to its context and purpose."

36. The plaintiffs argument also collides with various judgments of this Court where, in

deciding whether an extension of time should be granted under s 486A, the Cout

embatked upon more than znimpressionistic assessment of medt.2e It suffices to mention

two examples.

37 In IYei, this Court gtanted an extension of time under s 486A(2) having found not that the

application for judicial review of a decision of a delegate of the Minister to cancel Mr Wei's

student visa was reasonably arguable, but that that decision "was affected by judsdictional

error".30 While the Coutt ultimately decided that it was in the interests of the

administtation of justice to grant an extension of time, there is implicit acknowledgment

See the cases cited at PS [58] (footnote 41).
Project Blue Sklt Inc a Australian BroadcartingAuthori/ (998) 194 CLR 355 at [69f pet McHugh, Gummow,
Kitby and Hayne lJ; Ahan QrfT) Alumina PU Ltd a Conrzitionr of Tenitory Reuenae (2009) 239 CLR 27 at [4]
per French CJ, [47] per Hayne, Heydon, Crennan and Kiefel lJ; Cro:s (2012) 248 CLR 378 at 123l-12.6] per
French CJ and Hzyne J; SZTAL u Mini:nrfor Imnigration and Border Pmnxion Q017) 262 CLF' 362 zt l14l per
Kiefel CJ, Nettle and GordonlJ.
See, for example, SZUSH u Minitnforlnnigration and BorderProtection [2016] HCATIans 7!2 Q\ettleJ); Plaintff
Ml48 / 2017 u Ministerforlnnigration and BorderPrutuaion [2078] HCATrans 109 (Bell); Dhir a Ministerfor Home
Afair [2019] HCATrans 118 @ell ); KDSP a Mini$er for Immigration, Citirynthip, Migrant Smticet and
Muhicuhural Afairs Q021) 95 ALJR 666 (KDSP) (Edeknan ).
Q015) 257 CLP. 22 at [39] per Gageler and Keane lJ. See also at [35].

27

28

29

30
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38.

40

39

in the judgment that s 486,\ accommodates consideration of more than the mere

arguability of the substantive application.

In I(DJP, the plaintiff sought constitutional wdts, declarations, injunctions and other relief

in this Coutt's original jurisdiction in respect of administrative action taken by the Minister.

His application requfued a substantial extension of time. In refusing to grant an extension

of time, Edelman J resolved each of the plaintiffs gtounds of review conclusively. His

Honour found that the plaintiffs grounds of challenge had "no merit", "fail[ed]", were

"misconceived" and should be "rejected".31

If the plaintiffs construction of s 477 A were embtaced, it would follow that this Court in

IVei and KDSP misconceived the natute of the function being performed under s 486A of

the Act. Thete being no mention in the plaintiffs submissions that the correctness of

those judgments is in dispute, they are a complete answer to his case.

While decided in a different context, it is worth mentioning Jackamara a Krakouer.3' The

question in that case was whethet a Full Coutt of the Supteme Court of Western Australia

ered in tefusing to extend the time within which to appeal on the basis that the appeal

lacked "any teal prospect of success" in circumstances where it did not have before it a

ftanscript of evidence or ar-ry exhibits before the trial judge. In upholding the appeal to

this Coutt, Btennan CJ and McHughJ relevantly said the following:33

One reason that an appellate court does not go into 'fuuch detail on the meits" in considering wbetber

the tine for an appeal should be extended is because ordinailjt it has 'limited nateials and
argument". Unless motions to extend timeforappea/s are to turn intofull rehearsalsforthose appeals,

appellate clurtr can on/1 assus "tbe merits" in ofurb rvugh and readjt way In most cases that
assessment will be made from the statement of the applicant's case rather than from
the opposing arguments or any detailed examination of the proofs of the argument.
The merits ate metely one of the factors that must be considered in determining
whethet the disctetion to extend time should be exetcised. No doubt there wi// be casel--
tbis was obaiousljt one - where instinctiuefi the court feels that, giuen the apparent strengtb of tbe

judgnent under appeal, tbe arguments supporting the appeal willfail. In that case, however, an
appellate coutt needs to remind itself "that one story is good until another is told" and
that, if tbe court is inclined t0 act 0n the apparent strength of the judgment, the applicant for an
extension of time should haue a full opportunifl to tell his or her story in rebuttal of the judgnent.
The court needs to remind itself also that the patties do not expect to argue the merits
issue as elaborately as if they were arguing the appeal itself.

With gteat respect, it seems to us that the Full Court could not come to the conclusion
that the appeal had no prospects of success unless it examined all the evidence,
particulatly the medical evidence. This was an appealwhich depended substantially,

Q021) es ALJR 666 at pel, 1431, l4el, [57]-ts8l, t671.
(1998) 195 CLR 516.

(1998) 195 CLR 516 at [9], [13] (emphasis added, footnotes omitted)

31

32

33
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41.

if not entirely, on determining whethet vatious findings of the Commissioner were
coffect having regatd to the proper evaluation of the evidence. If the Full Court had
examined all the evidence, it ma1 baue come to a clear conclusion tbat the appeal could not succeed.

In that case, aPPhtnS the appmach in Esther Inuestments, it would haae been justifed in refuing the

application for an extension of tine. But without that evidence, it could not make the
finding that it did.

If, as in the present case, the merits were "fully argued" (AB 161 [8]) and thete was no

further evidence to adduce, it was not inappropriate - much less a jutisdictional enor - for

the Federal Coutt to assess the medts of the substantive application beyond whether the

plaintiffs ground of review was reasonably atguable in the course of deciding whether to

grant afl extension of time under s 477 A.

The authoities relied on by the plaintff

42. It follows from the fotegoing submissions that the Fedetal Court cases on which the

plaintiff telies (at PS [38]-[43]) wete wtongly decided to the extent that they stand for the

proposition that it is a judsdictional error for a court, in deciding whether or not to grant

an extension of time undet ss 477 or 477 A, to travel beyond an examination of the merits

^t ^ 
reason^bly impressionistic level.3a

43. Propedy analysed, however, only the judgments of MotimerJ nMZABP, ChadesworthJ

n AZAFX and the Full Cout in DHX|7 suggest thzt a full considetation of the merits

of a substantive application fot judicial teview will result in the FCC exceeding its

judsdiction. Futther, the applicant gains only limited support from MZABP and DHX|7.

44. The aspect of the teasoning of MortimerJ thatis telied on did not form 
^p^rtof 

the ratio

of MZABP, since her Honout went on to find that the FCC did not err in the manner

alleged by the applicant. That conclusion was upheld on appeal, with the Full Court

exptessing genetal agreement with het Honout's observations "as to the proper disposition

of applications for extensions of time".35

45. Strictly speaking, the judgment of the Full Court nDHX| 7 stands only for the proposition

that, if the FCC misconceives the nature of its function, it v/ill ordinarily fall into

judsdictional error.36 It was not necessary for the Full Court in that case to determine

whethet the FCC had, in fact, misconceived the nature of its function in determining the

MZABP u Mini$erfor Immigration and Border Protection Q01,5) 242 FCR 585 (MZAB\ at [62]-1631, [68] per
MortitrnerJ,AZAFX Q016) 244FCP. 401 at p4l, F8l-f91, [81]-[82] per CharleswotthJ; DHX|7 Q020) 278
FCR 475 at [68]-[6], [83], [87], [101] per Colliet, Rangrah and DeringtonlJ.
Q016) 152 ALD 478 at [38] per Tracey,Perry and ChadesworthlJ.
Q020) 278 FCR 475 at [68], p6l per Collier, Rangiah and DerdngtonlJ.
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46.

47.

applicant's application for an extension of time, because the Minister had not put in issue

a finding made by the ptimary judge that the FCC ptoceeded on a "misconception" as to

"the function to be performed and the power to be exetcised under s 477 Q)".37 That

fitditg was "an impediment to an outcome favouable to the Minister on the appeal".38

Even if it be nght that the Full Court regatded that conclusion to be correct, that is of no

televant consequence because there was no contest as to its correctness.3e

None of the other cases cited by the plaintiff supports his case. In each of Singlt u Minister

for Innigration and Border Pmlection,ao Guo a Minister for Inrnigration and Bordrr Pmtection,al

DKXI T u Federal Circuit Couft of Australiaaz and Tuberi u Ministerfor Inmigration, Citiqgnship,

Migrant Services and Multicaltural ffiirs,a3 the Federal Court did not opine as to whether

descending into a more detailed examination of merit than the approach endoned by

Motimet J n MZABP will result in jurisdictional eror.

Nor does the judgment of the Full Coutt n DMI|6 a Federal Circuit Court of Australiaa

advance the plaintiffs case (dPS [57]). Not only did the Court dismiss the appeal, but it

was, as GagelerJ pointed out in EBT|6 u MinisterforHome -4fairs,4s "circumspec[t]" about

the cortectness of a concession made by the Minister that the FCC "would fall into

jurisdictional eltor if it approached the prospects of success as if it were making a finil,

decision".a6 The Minister makes no such concession in this case.

The judgment of Edelman J rn Gibson u Ministerfor Home Afairs does not advance matters

(y'PS [59]). His Honour considered it "neither necessary nor appropriate to descend into

any more detail concerning the medts" of the appiication not only because he was

persuaded that the plaintiffs submissions wete "sufficiently arguable in the circumstances

of the case to justi8t the extension of time tequired", but also because the issues raised in

the application were "still evolving and being teftned" and it was appropriate to remit the

matter to the FCC.47

DHXI 7 u Ministerfor Hone Afairc [2019] FCA 2150 at [83] per Greenwood J.
Q020) 278 FCR 475 at [82] per Collier, Rangiah and Detrington lJ.
Coleman u Power Q004) 220 CLP.I at P9l per McHughJ.
[2017] FCAFC 195 at l2!l per Pertam, Farrell and PetrylJ.
[2018j FCAFC 34 (Guo) at f27)per Siopis, V7hite and PerrylJ.
Q019) 268 FCR 64 at [95] pet Rangtah J (R.eeves J and Bromwich J agreeing). His Honour said that the FCC
was "not reqdred to conduct 'a de-facto full hearing"' (emphasis added).

[2020] FCA 1029 zt [4] per Steward J. Hi. Honour cited Guo [2018] FCAFC 34 at [27] in support of the
ptoposition that "the proposed grounds of review are examined at a reasonably imptessionistic level". His
Honour did not say that the FCC will fall into iurisdictional error if it does not do so.

Q018) 264 FCR 454.

Q01e)e4 ALJR 6 at [8].

Q018) 264 FCR 454 at [62] per Collier, Logan and Perry lJ.
[2020] HCATrans 46 atlnes 131,7-1322,7359-1360 md 1434-7436.
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20 Federal Courtl reasons

51

53
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50.

Contnry to PS [38], the judgments of the Full Court in CZA|9,a8 WheelahanJ n DBA|6

u MinisterforHome Afairsae and Colvin J n Hrynhso support the Minister's case. ln DBAI6

it was said that statements as to the proper approach to take to the assessment of the merits

of a substantive application in determining an application for an extension of time amount

to "judicial guidance ... not ... rules of law".s1 The conclusion reached in that case was

driven in latge part by obsetvations of this Court in Norbis u Norbis,that the views expressed

by appellate courts in supetvising the exercise of discretionary powers amount to

"guidance" falling short of enunciating a binding principle of law.s2

In SZTES (on which the plaintiff relies at PS [62]), Wgr.y J doubted that an eror of the

kind alleged by the plaintiff in the present case would amount to a jurisdictional error, even

if it amounted to ari. errot of law. His Honour reasoned as follows:s3

... [A]s the teasoninginCraigaThe State of SouthAustralia shows, not all errors of law
by an inferiot court amount to judsdictional errors. The ordinary jutisdiction of a
corrt encompasses the authority to decide questions of law, including the
identification of televant issues and the formulation of relevant questions. The
Federal Circuit Court's identification of the issues and questions concerning the
interests of the administtation of justice would ordinadlf therefore fall within its
judsdiction. An etor in the identification of such issues and questions would
thetefore be an ettor within iurisdiction.

52.

It remains to mention the Fedetal Court's reasons fot judgment.

The Federal Court's evaluation of the merits of the substantive application can be said to

be more than "impressionistic", if by that it is meant that it was carefully considered and

paid attention to the mateialbefote the Coutt and the arguments of the parties (dPS t65]-

167)). The alleged vice is, apparently, not the degree of czte involved but the standard

applied: that the Court eted, in deciding the application for an extension of time, by

considedng more than whether the substantive case was atguable.

Fot reasons outlined in the submissions above, that argument misunderstands both the

role and the content of s 477 L. But even if those submissions are wrong, the Federal

Coutt should be understood to have decided not merely that it would dismiss the

Q021) 390 AJ-R 1 at [19].
[2018]FCA 1777 (DBAtq at [60].
Q019) 166 ALD 228 at [58].
[2018] FCA 1777 at[60].
(1986)161 CLR513 at579pet MasonandDeanelJ,53T petBrennanJ. Seealso ComcaretPVYW(2013)
250 CLR 246 at 17391per GagelerJ.

[2015] F'CA 719 zt 1901.
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54.

55

56.

57

58.

application on a frnal basis, but that the substantive case was not sufficiently arguable to

justift an extension of time.

The Fedetal Court identified what was befote it: "an application fot an extension of time

in which to file an application for the review of a migzi.on decision pursuant to s 476,{

of the Migmtion Act / 958 (Cth) ("the Act') and, if ganted, the hearing of that application"

(AB 159 [1]). It underctood, thetefore, that it could not grant the relief sought by the

plaintiff unless it frst granted an extension of time.

Having identified the televant date by which the plaintiff was required to make his

application (AB 160 [5]), the Federal Coutt listed the factors relevant to the exercise of its

discretion undet s 477 A(1), one of which was "the merits of the substantial application".

At AB 161, Vl, the Fedetal Court tecorded the Minister's submission that the application

for an extension of time should be refused - not that the substantive application should

be dismissed - including because "the applicant's ptoposed gtounds of rcview lack sfficient

meit to wanant the grant of an extenion of tind' (emphasis added). It was in this context that

the Federal Court recotded its conclusion, at AB 161 [8], that it was "not persuaded that

[the only live gtound] has an1 merif' (emphasis added) and that, therefore, the application

for zn extension of time should be tefused. In the face of that conclusion it should not be

supposed that the Fedetal Court's mote detailed teasoning amounts to an assessment of

merit "as if [it] was making afrnaldetetmination of the substantive application" (lfPS [12]).

Such a teading is futthet undetmined by the decisive rejection of the substantive case at

AB 164-166 [19]-132], ending with the observation that the Ministet's reasoning was "not

unteasonable in the legal sense nor was it affected by any other error capable of amounting

to judsdictional error" (emphasis added).

Seen against this background, the statement at AB 161 [8] that the only live ground of

review "was fully atgued" should be understood as nothing more than an observation that

both applications wete heard togethet, the parties made detailed submissions, and all of

the evidence on which the parties wished to rely was before the Coutt. It was appropriate

for the Federal Coutt to deal with the application for an extension of time and the

substantive matter together, as it "avoids what may otherwise be a substantially duplicated

hearing on alatet date".5a

The provision of detailed reasons is not inconsistent with the Coutt having pitched its

analysis at the level of whethet the substantive application had reasonable ptospects of

DHX!7 Q020) 278 FCR 475 at [i01] per Collier, Rangiah and DeringtonlJ54
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59

success. Not is the absence of phtases such as "arguable", "reasonably arguable" ot

"reasonable pfospects of success".

The Federal Coutt did not misconceive the nature of its task, whether or not it went

beyond a thteshold assessment of the medt in the plaintiffs second ground of review.

10

Pat VI: Notice of contention ot cross-appeal

60. No notice of contention or notice of cross-appeal has been filed by the Minister in this

ptoceeding.

Part VII: Oral argument

61. The Ministet anic$ztes that he will tequire up to one hour and fifteen minutes for the

presentation of his oral argument.

Dated: 4Mzrch2022

Geoffrey Kennett
Tenth Floor Chambers
(02) 9221 3e33
kennett@tenthfl oor. org

Counsel for the frst defendant

Bora Kaplan
Nine \Wentwoth Chambets
(02) 881s e249
bdk@ninewentwotth. com. au
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ANNEXURE TO THE SUBMISSIONS OF THE FIRST DEFENDANT

Putsuant to [3] of Ptactice Ditection No 1 of 2019, the first defendant sets out below a list of the

pariculx constitutional provisions and statutes referred to in his submissions:

No. Descdption Vetsion Ptovision(s)

1 Comnonweahb Constitution Cutrent s 75(v)

2 Judiciary Act 1903 (Cth) Cunent s 398

3 Migration Acr 1958 (Cth) Curent ss 476, 4764,

477,477 A, 4g6A

4 Migration L4islation Amendment Aa (No l) 2009

(cth)

As enacted Schedules 2,3.
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